
Your business goals 

achieved with Design



About us
Sweetcode Lab Inc. is a customer-focused design and software development 

boutique. Our reliable team of talents sets its focus on UI/UX design and 

software development, along with complete development support for startups, 

small and medium-sized businesses. 

It’s not only about the code or design. Our team will 

dive into the business logic of your product.

50+ Talents 100+ Completed projects 5+ Years in business



The value that we bring 
to our clients
Let design enforce your business. As a design and 

software development boutique, we can provide 

unique and creative ideas for your project, work on 

time, and do proper estimation because we know 

how to deliver specs for developers accurately. In our 

team, we have only senior-level developers and 

designers.



So you know that your code will be neat and 

transparent, and the design will be top-notch.



Underlying the magic 
of our business

Our strong team works together in a friendly 
atmosphere, shares their skills, and does tasks with 
love and passion.

In our work, we use the latest (modern) technology. 
Developers using programming languages such as 
NodeJS, JavaScript, React and React Native. 

As a result, all our resources are used to 

complete the high-quality work on time.



Web development

From personal websites to complex 

web application, ERP, and CRM 

systems. Ecommerce and frameworks.

Mobile app development

iOS, Android or React Native app of 

any complexity. Developed with a 

pixel-perfect interface and the best 

possible user experience.

Services we provide
Our well-versed design and development boutique offers a complete 

spectrum of software development services for every stage of your project. 



Product design

Excellent user experiences for your 

product through understanding the 

business logic behind it, with clean 

aesthetic, and attractive look.

Services we provide
Our well-versed design and development boutique offers a complete 

spectrum of software development services for every stage of your project. 

SMM services

We’ll take care of your Instagram, 

Facebook and other social accounts 

with regular stunning posts, that will 

help to engage with your audience.



For startups

Got an awesome business idea? 

Looking for a unique UX solution? 

Sweetcode Lab is here to help.

Outstaffing services

Hire top talents from Ukraine remotely. 

We’ll do the work for you and preselected 

the best candidates. We got your back!

Services we provide
Our well-versed design and development boutique offers a complete 

spectrum of software development services for every stage of your project. 



A
Amy Aung
Upwork customer

We were looking to revamp our website for the longest time. Sweetcode lab 

was very responsive to our needs, answered all questions, and delivered a 

great site. I would highly recommend them for your project needs.

Our clients

Sweetcode Lab is a top rated agency on



Hemant Varshney
Founder & CEO of Digicom

Sweetcode put my site  together. The experience was seamless 

and Taras did a great job co-ordinating all of my requests. I highly 

recommend working with them.

digicom.io

Our clients

Sweetcode Lab is a top rated agency on

https://digicom.io


June
JPL Law

I highly recommend Sweetcode – they have a fantastic team. I had a small project for my 

business and their team gave me a lot of attention and assigned a passionate and 

energic project manager to the work. The project manager appreciated my feedback and 

was transparent about the billable hours throughout the process. I love the final product 

and I am so happy I went with a professional and experienced team.

J

Our clients

Sweetcode Lab is a top rated agency on



Daniel Malinovski
Founder of Lendli

This company has been nothing short of amazing. They have a great design team and 

their developers have gone above and beyond our expectations. Our company has been 

using their services for 2 years now and we will continue to do so. They are cost-efficient 

and are timely with our projects. I highly recommend exploring their options.

Our clients

Sweetcode Lab is a top rated agency on



Why should you choose us?

We treat every project as our own ; that's why we pay 

maximum attention to small details that might not be a 

necessity but may be the difference between good and great.

We are constantly working on automating our 

processes and keeping up to date with the latest 

trends in order to bring more value at less cost.

We love what we do, and that's what makes 

everything work in the end.



Get your quote today!

hello@sweetcode.pro

by sending us email to

or text us to (916) 969-6465

mailto: hello@sweetcode.pro

